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AOBNDA ITRMS 47 TO 65 (m) 

GBNNRAL DEBATE ON ALL DISARXMRNT ITRMS 

@ali) (interpretation from Preach)r On behalf at nty 

dslegatioa, I should like to coagratulete you, Sir, upon your election to the 

cbairmanebip of the First Committee, and to assure you of our complete 

support. My aongratulations also go to the other members of the Bureau. MY 

delegation shares the pain of the family of Iunbaasador Garcia Robles aaa 

offers its sincere condoleaces to the Government and the people of i4exico. 

Today. the rapid evolution of events an13 of international, political and 

milftaty relations constitutes a complex phenomenon tbet is upsetting 

time-honoured certainties, institutions and motlels, and obliges us henceforth 

to use a different approach in reflecting upon and managing the world'e 

affairs. 

The Gulf war reminde& us once again that it ir not a question of wishing 

to COlltfBW to outlaw war, but of changing it. War must no longer be, in the 

words of Clausewits, "the continuation of politics by other means*'t rather. ne 

must establish political means as aa instrument of dialogue. 
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Changing the nature of war obviously entails changing the nature of our 

mentality, notions and doctrines relating to antagonisms. We must ttmrefore 

rethink concepts of security, replace %eterrence with conflict-prevention an% 

the peaceful settlement of disputes , replace the sacrosanct balance of forces 

with collective security an%, finally, accept general an% complete disarmment. 

In that connection, my delegation welcome% the unilaterai initiatives of 

Presidents Eueh an% gorbachev on reductions in strategic nuclear weapOa8, an% 

the announcement on reductions in the conventional forces of the North 

Atlantic Treaty Orgenioation (NATO) in Europe. But we appeal to the two 

super-Powers promptly to ratify the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START) 

an% conclu%e an agreement on the elimination of all land-based an% sea-base% 

intercontinental ballistic missiles. 

Those positive positions will certainly contribute to easing tension in 

international relations an% to buil%ing confidence. But we must note that, 

carried out in the context of the 01% balance of forces, those reductions 

leave the basic premises intact an% establish arms control rather than genoral 

an% complete disarmament under effective international cEztro1 by the Unite% 

Uations. 

While progress has been made, the long-established reflexes of the 01% 

militarised world ax% the lust for parer fee% serious disagreements on many 

disarmament issues, an% there has been no broad action by major military 

States to presage genuine, general an% complete %isarmfunent. In fact, despite 

considersble troop reductions in certain countries there has been no real 

determination to convert arms-production industries to civilian purposes. The 

military-industrial complex , which is in a better state than ever, tends to be 

restructure% on the basis of a concept of security based on a defensive 
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porture. In that way th8 production and development of conventional and 

nuclear weapona continue, along with the attendent proliferation and transfers 

of weapoaa of all types. 

The proliferatioa of nuclear weapons remains disturbing, as does the lack 

of negotiatioas on certain as@cts and underlying causes of the arms race, 

such a8 conventional chemical weapons , naval nuclear weapons, nuclear and 

toxic waste, and the limitation of arma production. 

Moreover, the impbmentation r8qime of the Treaty on the 

Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) remains controversial in term8 both 

of peaceful applications of nuclear technology and of the complete cessation 

of nuclear testing. On that latter question, the failure of the Fourth Review 

COnference of Partie to the Treaty on the Ton-Proliferation of Nuclear 

Weapohs, held at G8neva from 20 August to 14 September 1991, revealed a lack 

of political will to conclude a complete nuclear-test-ban treaty. 

The beat way to stop the proliferation of nuclear weapons and strengthen 

confidence is to halt nuclear testing, which would unquestionably break the 

vicious circle of credible deterrence and of a continuous qualitative 

build-up. while increased accuracy makes deterrence more credible, it also 

causes the most petnicous kind of nuclear-arms race, one that is hard to 

control because of its miniaturisation, So verification or 

confidence-building measure can work today because the nature and 

characteristics of wapons are changing so quickly. 
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My delegation therefore calls for a halt to and a complete prohibition of 

all nuclosr testing. We encourage nuclear States to accede to the nuclear 

non-proliferation Treaty even if they are interested 0x11.~ in peaceful 

applicat ions. We welcome the accession to the nuclear non-proliferation 

Treaty of Tansania, Zambia, Zimbabwe and South Africa, and we take note of the 

announced intention to accede cn the part of China and France. We hope South 

Africa will soon subject all its nuclear installations and materials to 

safeguarUs of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) so that Africa can 

soon become a nuclear-weapon-free sane. 

With respect to the geographic spread of land-based or sea-based nuclear 

weapons beyond national territory, it is important to.put an end to such 

deployments, which are dangerous both fob transit States and their 

neighbours. Urgent unilateral, biJatera1 or regicnal measures should regulate 

calls by ships transporting nuclear weapons and the Overflight of territory by 

aircraft carrying such weapons. 

Likewise, considerations of international security based on changes in 

the security system, in the structure of forces and in military doctrines 

demand the dismantling of foreign military baS8S on the territory of other 

States. Linking the maintenance of such bases to the strengthening of 

confidence-building measures can hamper the adoption of such measures. A 

thorough study by the D8part38nt of Disarmsment Affairs of this importa& 

aspee+ *-jr disarmament in connection with the strengthening of 

confidence-building measures should help lift the taboo on this issue and 

integrate it into the new Context Of international relstiOnS. 
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Intematio0al arms transfers oonatitute an ongoing source of teaeioa and 

aoatlfat, SlDd have a dastabilining a0d deotructive effect that threatens the 

vary l xiatence of young States a0d small States. Hence, their limitation or 

at tha very least their control, through the promotion of transparency. could 

lead to greeter restraint in arms-eaport policies an8 could reduce tha risk of 

conflict. 

In that aoMactIon, my delagation highly appreciates the important study 

of the Secretary-t?eaeral (A/46/301) on ways ma mesas of promoting 

traasparency in inter0ational tra0efers of co0veatfona: awe. Yet the terms 

of refersace of general Assembly resolution 43175 I of 7 December 1988, which 

are limited to trsnapareacp in ioternational transfers of conveatioaal arms, 

8h0tda ba eupplanwr~2ed by studies oa traaefere of nuclear weapons. the naming 

of prduaer and recipient couOtriear arm8 production and stockpiling, ana ways 

a0d mea08 for intar0atio0al control of the production -a traasfer of arm, 

a0d by tha adopt%on cf the legal measures necessary to monitor traasfers a0d 

punish violations of those meemres. 

Yba proposal to establish a register of i0ternational anna transfers to 

maka such trawfers public is a0 intereating one, and $6 consistent with my 

dalegatlon*r position on this matter. Such a register, by publiafaiag ems 

traaafera and promoting tra0aparency, could lea6 to greater restraint IO 

asas-aaport policier a0d create greater confidence. 
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Uowevet, the’ides of a registry was already put forward in the League of 

Nations in 1925 in the form of a yearbook. Controversy over the concept and 

content of the yearbook made it impossible to achieve the hoped-for results 

an& thuu failed to prevent the rearmament that was to lead to the 5eaoncl World 

War. 

I f  a registry is to exist today, therefore, it must create confidence and 

bs non-discriminatory. If  that is to be achieved, a number of areas involving 

production, stockpiling. transfers, the destination of weapons and so on must 

all bs included. The registry’s goal must not be merely transparency for the 

purpose of restricting arms transfers but must also involve the limitation of 

arms production itself. 

It is essential to &eal prudently with the establishmeut of an 

int.crnational registry of arms transfers by giving careful study to the 

objectives, the content, the texts and, of course, the pretext for the 

undertaking. 

The registry could bs the subject of a special report to be submitted by 

the Secretary-general at the forty-seventh session , a report that should draw 

upon the lessons of the first attempt to create such a registry, take due 

account of the degree of sophistication of new weaponry, and set strict 

modalities for monitoring the accuracy of the future registry. 

At the ssme time, with a view to achieving effective disarmament aimed 

not merely at stsbiliaing the levels of armament8 but at their progressive 

elimination, an international monitoring committee on weapons production and 

export, under United Nations aegis, could establish annual production quotas 

&L. L--S- 

joint sales policy. 
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International oontrol of weapons production and the establishment of an 

effeative tegiatry will make the illicit arms trade virtually non-operational 

8x10 strengthen coofi&ence among States. National control mechanisms could 

suppletint the system estabW&od at tie international level, 

In the disarmament aspect@ of its foreiga policy Mali attaches particular 

importance to the regional dimension of disarmament and to the regional 

process of etrengthening confidence-builaing measures. In fact, regional 

aisarswent anb the control of international arms transfers are to&y 

priorities in Western Africa, which ia beset by various conflicts and 

ten8ioas. fmsttuments for the settlement and management of disputes like the 

Mediation Committee of the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) 

or the non-aggression anB aefenco aeeietence accord for the defence of States 

members of the West African Economic Conmwnity (CEAO) and Togo have not so tar 

been sufficiently euacesoful in menaging conflicts. The intervention of the 

Economic Comnuaitp of Weet African States Monitoring Group (ECOMOG) in the 

first operation involving mediation and peace-keeping in the States of Western 

hfrica Lo Lihetia aeeds to be supported by confidence-building measures that 

CM contribute to reducing the risk of escalation. . 

It is therefore urgent to reek more effective ways of tackling crises, 

taking account, of course- of special regional requirements and concUrions. 

Eere, my delegation would like to congratulate the Department for Disarmament 

Affairs for its outstanding vork and its activities in the many workshops it 

hen orgeniaea for military and civilian officials. The creation of high-level 

workshops with the participation of civilian and military personnel ana 

r@preuentatives of arms-producing COWItries will certainly make it possibie to 
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IrtteDgtbeD aoafidtince-buildin measure@ among States and to create regional 

arms-transfer machanimus through regional disarmament agreements and 

non-offensive defeaae policies. Thus, strengtbeaing the operational 

capability of the Department for Disarmament Affairs at a time when 

inrtitutions and policies lo many countries are being made more democratic 

will enable ue to ensure a better orientation of international public opinion 

with regard to the disarmament process oa both the international snb the 

regional levels. 

Bow paradoxical it is to 888 en Africa that has no armaments industry end 

that does not benefit from tbe so-called trickle-dovn effects of military 

teclrnological advance6 but that poDe the less suffers from the ravages caused 

by armamanta an8 devotes to amDt6 large 8~111s of money that are importslrt 

to its development. ADS those who introduce such death-dealing instruments 

into Africa clearly do Dot understand the link between diearmament and 

develop&eat. 

However, if di8anaaaPont is aimed at ensuring peace, it caDDot be truly 

effective unless it take8 ioto account tbe human dimension of development, 

which me~a~a the right to life, to security and to the protection of the 

environment. 

In this respect the dividend8 of dirarmament cam benefit Africa by 

alleviating the debt produced by armas purchases, by redirecting the humaD 

reaourcee Dow &voted to military industries towards many development-related 

activities and towards protecting the enviroDmeDt. That aloDe would enable U(I 

to wipe out poverty, ignorance and underdevelopment and avoid political and 
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The social aud demoatatic revolution that is sweeping the world today is 

the indelible sign that a true architecture of peace is being erected. Free 

peoples no longer uant the diktat of weaponry. In the past a little girl 

burnt by napalm cried out her pain and her hatred of weapons while Yann Palach 

imolated himself in front of tanks. In the midst of an upheaval in hay 1968, 

an anonymous hand scrawled on a Parisian uall the words: "Run faster, 

comrade, tba old world is after you!" 

Today, a free people has made it possible for a tank to serve as rostrum 

for aa unarmed man to proclaim his hyma to freedom so that weapons will for 

ever cease to be instruments of either domestic or international policy. 

We must change var. That is the great challenge facing us. The new 

opportunities aad relations that are emerging should enable us to make a break 

with tie systems of the old world and replace them with institutions and 

beliefs that will lead to peace , solidarity and fraternity. 

Mr. m (Afghanistan): I wish to extend to you, Mr. Chairman, 

thaw warm congratulations of the Afghan delegation on your unanimous and 

well-deserved election to guide the work of this important body. Your rich 

experience aad high qualifications in disarmament sad security issues give the 

beat aaaurance of the au~~eaa of the First Connnittee'a work at the forty-sixth 

aeaaion of the General Aasainbly. We have full confidence that under your able 

guidance the work of the First Comittee. in which a new spirit of cooperation 

and underatandinq has emerged in the spheres of disarmament and security, will 

be fruitful. 

I should like to record my appreciation for the energetic and imaginative 

work of your predecessor, His Rxoellexcy Ambassador Rana of Nepal. 
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The queetlon’of preserving peace and promoting diearmament is deeply 

rooted in the minds of all peoples of the world. Defending peace and 

eliminating destructive weEpone on all oontinents is no longer solely a 

general and collective responsibility. It has become an individual 

responsibility of all the inhabitants of our planet. 

It is obvioua that we will succeed in solving none of the world's 

problems unless we resolve, first and foremost, the probleme related to war, 

peace, disarmament and peaceful cooperation. Therefore, the situatlom and 

factore that could lead to the solution of other world problems are dependent 

on the decisions and measures that axe taken and implemented to solve 

disarmament problems. 
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There is a universal conclusion that the international olimate has 

imQroved. The cold-war era is over. International relations are now taking a 

new course. This new aourse has brought a new quality to the limitation and 

reduction of armaments. The Strateqia Arms Reduction Treaty (START), which 

was signed last July, was the culmination of almost a decade's work. Major 

steps have been taken along the road to disarmament, and important arms 

limitation treaties have been signed. They have created promising grounds for 

world disarmament and real and lasting peace. Nevertheless, if they are not 

coupled with further steps in conformity With the demands of our times they 

will be covered by clouds of! distrust. 

While welcoming the recent announcements by President Bush, on 

27 September, an& by President Gorbachev, on 5 October, on major reductions in 

their nuclear arsenals and progress in the Soviet-American disarmament 

negotiations, we believe that similar advances in all aspects of relations 

betweaa the two great Powers, togethsr with understandings on regional 

problems and major economic and humanitarian problems, are of great 

importance. All these factors have brought about favourable conditions for 

the improvement of the overall international situation and the promotion and 

expansion of international cooperation, in the interest of all the parties 

concerned. 

The surest security is universal and indivisible security. So country 

can build for itself an island of security and prosperity in one corrdr of the 

globe with a wall of missiles, while the rest of the world burns in the flames 

of war. We strongly believe that we should not give the notion of security a 

dual character by dividing the world into nuclear-weapon and 

non-nuclear-weapon countries. 
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Afghanistan fully eupports all initiatives to establish a comprehensive 

eyetem of collective security. The aote of this system consists of 

eradicating the nuclear threat and blackmail , eliminating the danger of 

confrontation between the United States of America and the Soviet Union. 

bridging the wide gap between the developed and developing countrie8, eneuring 

a balance of economio interests among all States, based upon humanitarian 

value8 and the accepted norms of international law, and, ultimately, creating 

mutual confidence. 

The United Watiooe. a8 an authoritative world organisation, is an 

important place where the t?erious concerns of mankind over the possibility of 

the outbreak of yet another war in this era of nuclear arm8 can be expressed. 

At the same time, the United Nations has become en important forum for 

asseesing the problems related to war and peace and security at the world 

level and has. fortunately, made valuable achievements in strengthening. 

understanding, concerning there issues. 

We believe tbat in the multilateral sphere of action the progress made 

has been particularly encouraging. The Treaty on Conventional Armed Forces in 

Europe, signed in Paris on 19 November 1990, provides an instrument for 

sstabliehing a stable and secure balance of conventional armed forces, 

armaments and equipment in Europe at much lower levels than heretofore. It 

appears that there is a good possibility of concluding agreements on 

conventional armed forces in the other parts of the world. 

We aleo believe that no effort should be spared to prevent the stationing 

of nuclear weapons in outer space. Space should be explored and ured only for 

peecefui purposea, .-.. LL_ 1"‘ iu1 Lbet6z:t ;f Cl --..*a.-ano -".F..be---, =A_ te ontaYIlny& ----s- 

international peace and crecurity. 
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The spread of nuclear weapons to non-nuclear-weapon oountries is regarded 

as another main reason for instability in the world. The emerge-xc of the 

so-called mini nualear Powers is a grave threat to the peace, security and 

stability of various regions and of the world, and can have unpredictable 

~onreguences. Some nations have such weapons now , and one should not ignore 

the fact that a number of non-nualear States are on the threshold of producing 

nualear weapons, particularly with the use of plutonium. 

The Republic of Afghsnistsr? , AS one of the signatories of the Treaty on 

the Eton-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons , appeals to all the oount:ies of the 

world to abide by this Treaty. We believe it will become a factor in the 

peaceful use of nuclear technology in the interest of q anRin& and against the 

proliferation of such weapons to other countries. 

We should use all means available to achieve disarmauent aud the creation 

of nuclear-free aoues. My country fully supports enbavours aimed at 

preventing the proliferation of nuclear weapons in Latin America, creating a 

nuclear-free aone in the Middle East, eradicating nuclear weapons from the 

Buropean continent and keeping Africa a non-nuclear continent. Efforts to 

turn the South Pacific end South-East Asia into nucleaf-free aones and to 

create such a aone in the Korean peninsula are of great importance and will 

result in the establishment of a reliable security system and strengthen the 

international regime of the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons. 

The barir for a global movement, including the developi+ countries, for 

the release of economic resources through disarmament is gaining strength. In 

ous present world there is a close interrelationship between disarmament and 

development. 

Wajor reductions in military erpenditure should release considerable 

funds, which would contribute to solving the serious problems faced by 
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mankind. Therefore. the theory of armament instead of development should be 

replaced by the principle of disarmament for development. We support a freeae 

and reduction of military expenditure , 80 that the reaourcea thus released csn 

be used for development activities and to strengthen regional and 

international economic cooperation. 

In our view, eliminating chemical and radiological weapons and banning 

the production and development of new types of weapons of maaa destruction are 

among the basic and serious tasks facing mankind. 

In our opinion, one of the necessary conditions for disarmament, as we 

have stated before, is to build international confidence, particularly between 

the two major nuclear Powers. Regional confrontations and conflicts have a 

negative impact on the level of confidence at the world level. We remember 

the cold war, when every serious effort to conclude agreements on the 

reduction of combat-preparedness , especially for a nuclear war, was hindered 

by regional conflicta. The assumption by tbe nuclear States of commitments 

related to arms limitation while at the same time they persist in engaging in 

confrontations in different parta of the world is an impossible situation. 

Taking this fact into consideration, we should seek ways and mesa8 to achieve 

juat and peaceful solution8 to those confrontations and conflicts in order to 

eliminate hotbeds of tension in Asia, Africa and Latin America. 

The Republic of Afghanistan, aa a peace-loving country, haa always put 

forward coaatructive proposals for maintaining peace and stability in our 

region, which we believe directly relate8 to international Peace and 

securitv. Among them, the Republic of Afghanistan proposed demilitarisation 

of the country. Of course, demilitariaatioa of Afghanistan should be 

confirmed by aa international conference aad interested countries, including 

neighbouring countries. 
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Afghanistan does not threaten any country, end does not want to be 

tbreateneb by any country. We wish to live peacefully with our neighbours. 

Finally, my delegation would like to express its thanks to and a&niration 

of tbe United Nations for its outstanding role in tbe field of disarmament and 

tbe expansion of international cooperation to tbe noble goals of global an& 

universal human problems. 
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m. ODD- (Philippines): This is a beady season for long-time 

dreamers of peace, security and development on our planet. To think that only 

a year ago the world was transfixed by the unfolding events on the sands of 

the Middle East. Many of us, already insecure from problems of a non-military 

nature, feared then that the impending conflict would result in global 

economic turmoil that would further exacerbate the already sorry plight of 

developing countries. 

At the time, my country was in the midst of recovery efforts from the 

devastations of cataclysmic earthquakes, the fury of gale-force typhoons and 

loseeta from widespread floods in the northern part of the country and 

privations caused by persistent droughts in the south. 

Armed confrontation, especially involving weapons of mass destruction, 

with the possibility of yet another oil crisis , was certainly a disquieting 

prospect to contemplate. When the Gulf war ended early this year, the whole 

world heaved a collective sigh of relief. But through it all, and continuing 

to this day, other things also took place: the Treaty on Conventional Forces 

in Burope (CPB) signed in Paris in November 1990, the Partial Test Ban Treaty 

(PTST) Amendment Conference in January 1991, the Disarmament Commission's 

substantive session in April and May, the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty 

(STABT) signed in Moscow in July, President Bush's announcement of 

nuclear-weapons reductions in Burope and Asia in September and the reciprocal 

declaration by President Gorbachev early this month. 

Only last week we noted with considerable interest a news items stating 

that the United States is withdrawing all nuclear veapone from South Korea. 
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Such a uelcoma step certainly encourages ua to hope that peace and harmony 

will finally dawn on the Xorean paniosule. At the aawe time. it will provide 

ua with the opportunity to test whether the policy of transparency can now be 

put into operation in Asia and the Pacific. particularly in our region of 

So&b-%ast Ada. 

In this connection, we cannot but wonder vhather the United States la now 

ready to altar its policy of neither confirming nor denying the presence of 

nuclear weapons in Sta facilities in our region. We earnestly hope that this 

is the case. for it would aonstitute a decisive confidence-building measure. 

Such a policy shift woulfl fulfil the hopes of Pacific Rim natiooa. For the 

Philippinea, it would lend special significance to our efforts to enforce our 

constitutional mandate of adopt&q and pursuing 

"a policy of freedom from nuclear weapons in its territory", 

ae contain& in article If, section 8 of the Philippine Constitution. For the 

Association of South-Ea8t Aeian Uations USEAH), it voufB lena impetus to our 

desire to establish a South-East Asia nuclear-weapon-free aone. 

In such an environment of transparency, we and the refit of the world 

could devote more attention to the twin concern of disarmament and security - 

that is, development. blr. Bona112 P. Lehman II, apeakfng for tha United States 

in the Pirst Comittee a veek ago statadr 

'*!Ihe international community is beginniug to understand that concepts of 

security, if they ate to have real meening, must be broader than the 

number of weapons in national arsenals. And they must include economic 

well-being end the general quality of life, human rights and freedoms." 

(-0. 
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Earlier this week, the First Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs of the 

Soviet Union, Mr. Vladimir Petrovsky stated that: 

"disarmament today is not perceived by the world community in purely 

military and teohnical terms, but is also seen as e much more complex 

concept comprising military and political elements along with a wide 

range of social and economic factors”. (-1 

We whole-heartedly agree with their statements. When stated as policy, such 

concepts reshape world events. 

There is a momentum in these developments which, like the opportunity 

occasioned by a cresting wave, we should ride on to the shores of peace, 

stability and development. Dowever, the question is: do we have the 

political will to pursue these positive events to their logical conclusion SO 

that, in the words of the Atlantic Charter: 

"all men in all the lands may live out their lives in freedom from fear 

and want’!? ( 

Freedom from fear and want: this is our ultimate goal. But we, the 

have-not8 and, therefore, the most insecure and needy ask: How much closer 

are we to achieving this goal? Judging by the perceptions of other 

delegations, the answer would seem to be: not much really. My colleague from 

Indonesia has referred to: 

"the sobeming reality of how little progress has been made and how 

marginally we have moved in arms limitation" (b / -o .  l 

And so while we are encouraged to note that curtains of distrust in some 

reqionn are opeaing wide, that divisive ideological walla are crumbling, that 

progressive shifts in policy are taking place, we are daunted by the 
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realisation that there Ls so muah more to be done. But my delegation viehes 

to eseure ita colleeguea that ve are firmly committe& to contributing our 

share of the effort. 

We are encouregeb by the progress of negotiations on a chemical weapons 

aonvention in the Conference on Disarmament an6 ve wish to add our voice to 

those calling for an expebitious and successful conclus5on of the aonventtoa 

by 1992. 

As 6 8tete Party to the 1925 Protocol fc+r the Prohibition of the Use in 

War of Asphyxiating, PoI8onous or Other Gases and of Bacterfological Methods 

of Warfare, ue have given our unequivocal assurance thet the Philippines does 

not, nor does it intend to, menufecture or store such veapona. 

Bowever, vbile we are heartened by the renewed impetus of questions 

related to unfversal adherence to the proposed convention - particularly on a 

hard schedule for the destruatioa of stockpiles - like many developing 

coustries ~9 are concerned that the question of verification of non-production 

of such weapons mey impose unnecetlsary burdens on our civilian chemical 

iaduetry. Still eaother consideration relates to verification costs. 

We vfsb to reiterate that any verification procedure ehould have a8 much 

broad-based acceptsbiltty as poesible in order to sustain the necessary 

confidence it inten& ta build. 

fn the 86~ vein, ve 8re encouraged by the successful outcome of lant 

month’8 Third Beviev Conference of the Biological Weepoas Convention. 

The aim of the Third Review Conference to strengthen the Convention’s 

prohibition on the &w?elopment and use of biological weapons jibes uith the 

assurance given hy the Philippines earlier this year that a8 a State Party 
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to the Conventdon, it does not produce bacteriological agents for any other 

purpoee than peaceful use8 , and these very limited quantities are for mediaal 

research and laboratory application for peaceful purposes. 

Doubtlese the improvements agreeed upon in the R8View Conference, such as 

on confidence-building measure8 and the issue of verificatioa, will go a long 

way to strengthening efforte by States Parties to adhere to the Convention at 

the national level. At the uame time, however, the resource implicationu of 

implementing these improvements , albeit modest estimates, deserve our careful 

consideration. 

We note with sattefaction that the universalisation of the 

Won-Proliferation Treaty (WPT) is gaining momentum with the recent accession 

of a number of States. Of no less significance. the announcement by China and 

France that they will accede to the EPT, has now bestowed upon thie important 

r8gime a greater moral force among the five permanent members of the Security 

Council. We consider the Treaty's international safeguard system as the focus 

of multilateral efforts to build confidence with regard to the horioontal 

non-proliferation of nuclear weapons. 
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One lesson we can draw from the gulf war is the need to strengthen the 

effectiveness of tbe safeguard activities of the International Atomic Energy 

Agency (IAEA) in fulfilling its mandate to monitor and ascertain the nuclear 

intentions of States. 

A8 a State party to the Treaty, my delegation supports such efforts. At 

the same time, however, we believe that any strengthening should not be 

pursued at the expense of the Agency’s activities for the promotion of 

peaceful use8 of nuclear energy. Safeguards and promotional activities are 

the main statutory functions of IAEA, and therefore a balance between the two 

should be achieved and maintained. 

As regards nuclear testing, the Philippines ttoneidera a comprehensive 

treaty banning all tests to be central to the realisation of a regime of 

non-proliferation in both its vertical and its horinoatal dimensions. Like 

most non-nuclear-weapon States, we view with utmost concern the fact that 

continued testing could create a new generation of nuclear weapone that could 

go beyond tbe limits allowed by existing agreements. ol'e consider the 

arguments for continued testing advanced by some nuclear Powers, such as 

"reliability", "modernisation", and "safety", to be incongruous with the 

unprecedented nuclear disarmament race between the super-Powers. In joining 

the call made by our colleaguee from Australia and pew Zealand last week, we 

also urge all nuclear-weapon Statea to reconsider tbe political, military and 

environmental costs of their testing programmes. In this context, we applaud 

the lead taken by Soviet President Gorbachev early this month in announcing a 

year-long moratorium on nuclear terting. 

During the partial test-ban Treaty Amendment Conference in Jaauary 1991, 

the Philippines was one of tbe sponsors of a draft decision which, 

eubsaquently amended, called on the President of the Conference, 
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Minister Ali Alatas of Indonesia, to aonduat consultations on the tmbjeat of 

verification aud sanctions on non-compliance. including the resumption of the 

Conference at an appropriate date. We reiterate that we shall continue to 

work closely with the President of the Conference towards the fulfilment of 

his mandate. 

As to international arms transfera, we note that the non-aligned 

countries view this issue as ona that should be considered in conjunction with 

the need for reducing international tensions and enhancing confidence, among 

other things. In this context, we welcome ths timely United #ations study 

prepared by the group of governueatal euperte on ways and means of promoting 

transparency in international transfer of conventional arms. We agree in 

principle with one of its concrete reaommamdetionst the establishment of a 

universal and non-discriminatory arms register under the auspices of the 

United Hations. We consider this register to be an appropriate first step in 

the dyaauic p?ocess of confidence-building on military matters. 

However. ue share the vieu expressed by many non-aligned aad developing 

countries that the register must ba broadened at subsequent stages. Quecrtions 

of indigenous production aad military stochpiliag, as well as issues on 

transfer of sensitive tecbaology aad transfer of weapons of mass destruction 

and their components. have to be seriously considered so ae to strengthen 

confidence further. It is only when these coaceras are genuinely addressed 

that the international commuaity will be comfortable with the idea of 

achieving security at lower levela of armaments. 

The United Uations study also highlighted the problem of the illicit annr 

trade, sn issue that nany non-aligned countries, including my own, consider 

detrimental to the internal security of States. We fully endorse the 
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different Qropoaala on strengthening national enforcement capabilitiea. At 

the same time, we believe that the United Nations has a major role to play in 

enhancing cooperation in this field at the national, regional and 

international levels. 

During the past several days , a number of delegations exgreased their 

desire further to rationalise the work of the Pirat Committee. My delegation 

has supported such efforts, both at rationalisation and at achieving greater 

consensus in the Committee. Indeed, the results of previous years' sessions 

indicate a reduction in the number of reaolutiona - with greater rates of 

adoption by consensus. Even now, many sponsors of draft resolutions that are 

related are endeavouring to merge their texts so aa to Qroduce omnibus ones. 

while we are hSpQy with these developments, we believe, nevertheleaa, that 

there'ia a need in the Committee to adopt an agenda baaed on the requirements 

of the new world aituetion, rather than on a menu of traditional and new 

topic8 for deliberation. 

Let ma conclude by saying thet mp delegation is gratified to note the 

upbeat, even OQtidStiC, mood that pervade8 this session in the wake of many 

positive developments. But let me also state thee many fears and insecurities 

persist - fears and insecurities thet aaaume more urgency if viewed against an 

emerging shift from East-West confrontation to more deeply rooted cultural, 

religious and ethnic conflicts now troubling some of our regions. Even as we 

work urgently and earnestly to forge the mechanisms of transparency, it ia 

essential that bilateral and multilateral afforta, both formal and informal, 

be redoubled to strengthen mutual trust and confidence among nations and 

regions. Par transparency alone will not suffice. TrMSQSrenCy must be 

reinforced by confidence-building measures. And confidence-building measures 
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must produae etfeative oonventions and regimes borne of cooperation and 

aoneeneua. 

Mr. (Kenya): It gives me pleasure, Sir, to convey 

warm aongretulations to you from the delegation of Kenya on your election as 

Chairman of the First Committee. In congratulating you and the other officer8 

of the Committee, I wish to aeiae this opportunity to assure you of the full 

cooperation and total support of the Kenya delegation. 

The First Connnittee is meeting at a momentous time in the history of 

mankind. It is appropriate for ut3 to reflect on and re-evaluate collectively 

tbe dramatic global changes that have taken place in recent times. These 

historic changes compel us to realise that, in the words of the 

Secretary-General, 

"The mist of unretlity that has hung over discussione of limiting and 

reducing the level of arms needs to be blown away." (BL46/1. D. 12) 

On this note, Kenya welcomes the signing of the Strategic Arms Reduction 

(STAFtT) Treaty in Moscow last July and the recent encouraging announcements 

made by President Bush and President Gorbachev on substantial reductiona in 

their countries' nuclear arrenalr. This important development, coming as it 

does in tbe wake of growing changes in variow sensitive regional spota, 

constitutes a historic contribution to international efforts to achieve 

general and complets disarmament and a more Peaceful and secure world. We 

hope that tbie encouraging development will continue and lead to further 

substantial progress in nuclear disarmament efforts and towards a 

comprehensive test-ban treaty. 

The current Saet-Wert B confirms the inherent fragility and 

futility of security systems based solely on military factors. It reveals 

that weapons contribute greatly to the existence and perpetuation of world 
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neaurity probhm8. It alao reveals that any obsession with military aeaurity 

results in the perpetuation of the am8 race, distorts priorities, hampers 

social and eaonoaia progress , aonstrains politiaal dialogue, afteats the 

i~titutionr of States to their long-term detriment and unueceesarily 

aggravates the sense of insecurity mong all nations. 
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Peace is not only the absence of war: it is basically the total absence 

of any threat of war. Kenya firmly believes that security based on the 

anachronistic "deterrence" theory cannot guarantee world peace. The world has 

an opportunity now to put fully into effect the system of security as 

envisioned in the United Nation8 Charter, on the basis of such legal and 

political pillars as the non-use of force, the peaceful settlement of 

disputes, and collective action in the maintenance of international peace and 

security. 

The recent war in the Gulf demonstrates that with the existing 

devastating nature of armaments in the stocks of both big, small and 

middle-siae Powers, security can neither be fragmented nor viewed in a 

regional Sure-centric context alone, but should be tackled through a genuine 

multilateral approach. 

While it is fashionable to talk about a new world order, such a nei world 

order cannot be established by a handful of self-appointed countries or by one 

major Power, however mighty it may be. If a new world order aas to be 

initiated, it is imperative that such initiative, if it ie truly genuine, 

ohould not only reflect the interest8 of East-Weat relation8 but should also 

and pertinently reflect the intereats and aspirationa of third world 

countries, which make up the majority in this community of nations. Peace and 

a new world order can be established and guaranteed only through a concerted 

global pxogrsmme geared towards the alleviation of human degradation, the 

eocio-political crises in developing countries and the cancellation of debts 

of poor countries. 

Regarding the issue of current concerna of the international cormnuoity, 

arms transfers have played a major role in heightening tensions and causing 
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destabilsation in many sensitive regions of the world, especially in Africa. 

rn line with tb%s, SCenya welcome8 the Unite& Nations study on the promotfon of 

transparency in international trade fn conventional arms. Rowever, it is 

Kenya's view tbat the question of arms transfers end the question whether an 

arms register ta to be estabfiehed must be adBress%d comprehensively, ancl must 

include all aspects of it, particularly indigenous production for defence, 

armament stockpiles and delivery systems. 

Kenya was pleesetl with tbe outcome of the receatly coneluW3 Thfrb5 Review 

Conference of the Parties to the biological an& tonin weapons Convention. The 

reaffirmation in tb8 Final Declaration that States parties, particularly 

developed countries. should atfopt positive measures to promote technological 

transfers, including training programmes , to &svelopfng countries in the us8 

of biosciences and genetic engineering for peaceful purpo888, will go a long 

way towards creating mutual trust and confiaence in tbe fisld of compliance 

an8 verificatfoa. 

Renya is a developing country located ia a ragion engulfed in political 

turmoil and intractable civil w6r6. Kenya bas no major military plane nor has 

it any geopolitical interest8 beyond the defence of it6 territorial 

integrfty. In the words of our Poreign Minister, Mr. Didols Aye&, '*to those 

who claim ta possess the monopoly of truth and knowleUg8 of what is good for 

tb8 rest of humanity and what constitutes goo& governance”, we once again put 

it on record that Kenya's primary interest is to improve the well-being of its 

people, to build a prosperous and stable society without any political 

intimidation or politico-democratic prescrAption8 from without. 

Dowever, as is weii known anti a6 in v&e CaS8 of aii countriee, Kenya is 

also part of an iatertSspenUent world, hence concrete moaaurea of confidence 
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and trust have to'exist among nations in order for them to disarm and to 

foster peace. The application of confidence-building measurea en& maintaining 

good relations with all countries a8 a vital factor in the elimination of 

barriers of miStrust, is a priority matter in Kenya's foreign policy. 

Confidence-building measures can inject trust and stability into regions of 

tension, for example, in the Horn of Africa. 

The concept of confidence building ia to create mutual trust and 

favourable conditions to enhance world disarmament, peace and security. The 

enhancement and application of confidence-building measures on the subregional 

level is, therefore, an integral part of our global disarmament endeavour. 

In connection with this, I wish to commena the United Uations Department 

for Disarmament Affairs under the vise and eble guidance of 

Mr. Yasushi Akaehi, for the very valuable work it has done in making people 

sensitive to the necessity of confidence-building through the organisation of 

regional workshops, seminars and eympoeiums. The eeminars, especially those 

organised in Arusha and Yaoun(Le, have gone a long way in drawing attention to 

the importance of promoting confidence-building measures in those regions. 

It is Kenya’8 hope that similar workshops and seminars will be organised 

in tbe future in Borne other regions of Africa, and on this premise Kenya 

pledges ite full support and cooperation tovards these noble endeaVOUrS. 

Kenya firmly eupporte the Mea of establishing zones of peace in various 

parts of the worl8. Our commitment to the 1964 Declaration on the 

Denuclearisation of Africa is still unchanged. The report of the experts who 

met at the secretariat of the Organisation of African Unity (OAU) in 

,111, - .L-L- Da..l^-1- nVV*P NI-0, o.b.s"y*~, it t&q- 1gm, --A AL- -.--*a-- -8 LB.- -au-. s... .A= p.J OYY u1w o""~c*".. "h uw A"=". m ", 

Meeting of Hea& of State in Abuja, Nigeria, in June 1991, have moved ue much 
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aloser to the aoauluaion of the denired treaty oa the deaualearisation of our 

dear aontinent. 

Kenya is guite heartened by the aucaessful coaclusion of the work of the 

tu¶ EOC Committee 00 the Iadiaa Oceaa. Considering the etatabliahmeat of aoaes 

of peace in various parts of the world as aa essential factor in the wider 

process of total aad complete disarmament , aad noting the current aaipolarity 

in global politias, Kenya siaaerely hopes that the eatfre international 

community will this time support unreserve8ly the conveniag of the Conference 

on the Indian Qcaaa in Colombo, Sri taaka, in 1993. 

Piaally, the maintenaaca of iaternatioaal peace aad security is the 

backbone aad the kiagpin of the United l?ations Charter. In order to solve 

world problem, States will need to work together oa the baais of equality. 

130 one State can guarantee global security nor mm it siagle-baadedly 

determine the course df political eveate worldwide. The pursuit of peace and 

security u will achieve little unless it encompalrses the perceptions, 

aspirations aad debt problems of the poor South. 

The attaiamant of global peace aad security is therefore intrfnsioally 

interwoven with the solution of the bfisbwisg povetty aad indebtedness of the 

developing countries. 
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Ir. (Morocco) (iatetptetation from French): Mt. Chairmaa, 

speaking on behalf of the members of the Union of the Arab Maghtob - WOtoaao, 

Algeria, Mauritania, Tunisia aad the Libyan Arab Jamabitiya - I should like to 

convey to you the sincere aoagtatulations of out delegationr oa your 

arrumption of the chairmanohip of the First Comittee. I akould like to take 

this opportunity also to congratulate the other officers of tbe Committee. We 

are convinced that, under your leadership, the First Conmittee will be able to 

diaaharge ita taska effiaieatly aad auaceaafully. The delegation8 of the 

countries of the Uoion of the Arab bfaghteb would like to aadute you of tkef.s 

support and cooperation in the execution of your duties. 

Tke year 1991 has keen one of great hopes for tbe international 

comauaity. It has been marked by a unique concurreace of promises and 

perils. The promises are considerable, but the dangers ate sot fully 

perceived. The diaappearaace of the bipolarioation related to tbe cold war 

bas iadeed elimiaated tke factor tbat bad practically imobilised 

international relation8 for 40 yeara. Eovevet, the internatioaal landscape 

at111 contains vast areas ef sbadou full of potoatial problem and emetgiag 

conflicts. 

Pot years tbe cold war haa cast ita shadow oa all efforts to teattiat 

weapons and to ptoaote disamament. The prospect8 openiag up today should 

allow us to liak mote closely out collective initiatives in tbi8 field to 

activities for the tertoratioo of peace and the resolution of conflictr. 

In tbir context, there ha0 never been a qreatet wed to eaaute that tbe 

principle8 of the United Hations Cbartet govern the nevly emet9iaq 

international order. Our task is to build a aev global framevo rk of security 

based oa iateraational Iav. In thir regard. we CM but agree with tke view 

expressed here by Under-iiecretary-General Akashi that the international 
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community must adopt a multidimensional concept of security. The fundamental 

interrelationships between democracy, development and disarmament are 

abundantly clear. It is just as clear that the processes of arms control and 

disarmiment are essential elements in the global process of building up and 

maintaining world peace end security. 

In this connection, we welcome with great satisfaction the important 

initiatives announced by President Bush on 27 September 1991, designed to 

bring about quantitative and qualita%ive reductions in nuclear deployments 

throughout the vorld, to strengthen stability and to take advantage of the 

profound ohanges in the Soviet Union , and also the equally isnportaut reply by 

President Gorbachev on 12 October. We also welcome the signing of the Treaty 

on Conventional Forces in Europe, the agreement reached in Vienna ia 1990 on 

confidence-building and security, sod also the joint statement by the Worth 

Atlantic Treaty Organisation and Warsaw Pact countries which have put M end 

to the cold war once and for all. 

Ho-vet, we can only regret that no fundamental progress has been 

achieved on the multilateral level, especially in the field of the limitation 

of nuclear weapons and ths prohibition of tests, and that the negotiations at 

the Conference on Disarmament this year have produced only meagre results. It 

is time for all of us to take advantage of the favourable evolution of 

international relations. 

In the field of conventional mapons and forces, the Treaty on 

Conventional Forces in Europe can be regarded as the most complex regional 

agreement on arms control ever negotiated. For the first time since the 

Second World War, ttw term “military tuocs”, so often ured in 8 divided 

Burope, wa5 abandoned. The reduction in force8 negotiated by 21 States will 
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greatly strengthen stability in Europe and eliminate the capacity to launch 

surprise attacks and offensive oporations on a large scale. The Treaty must 

be implemented as sooa as possible. Furthermore, the siqnificant reduction of 

national military expenditures qoes hand in hand with the emergence of new 

democracies in Central and Eastern Burope. The resources thus freed, as a 

result of the adoption of disarmament measures, aould oerve the goals of 

development. 

To this day the Treaty on the Uon-Proliferation of t&dear Weapons has 

proved an effective instrument for the prevention of nuclear proliferation, 

thus making a significant contribution to the safeguarding of international 

peace and security. The siqninq by South Africa of the agreement on IABA 

safeguards and its accession to the non-proliferation Treaty in July last 

constitute a step towards the reduction of the threat posed by the nuclear 

proqrsnxue of that country. We are encouraged by the statements of intent by 

China and France to adhere to the non-proliferation Treaty. This is a siqn 

that the Treaty is being strenqtbened snd in moving towards udversality. We 

have also noted with eatisfaction the statement by the Boviet Union concerning 

a one-year moratorium on nuclear te8tinq. 

The extension of the Treaty on the Uon-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons 

should, in our viev, be not a mere formality but rather the result of a 

renewed undertaking to take effective specific measures to put sm end to the 

boriaontal and vertical proliferation of nucfear weapons. The reqims of 

nuclear non-proliferation muat be strengthened. states not posseesinq nuclear 

weapons must have guarantees protectinq them against the use or threat of use 

-. --- ---- -̂ -- Of nur;rwur rwopuo, by WG;;I St a lsq;tl i=-c,r~~~~t E+- the fat_~+ert?aaal level. 

until such time as there is a total elimination of nuclear weapons. However, 
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intoraational aoopetation in the paaaeful uses of nualear energy should be 

improved to enable developinq aountriea to obtain the necessary technology for 

tl16 promation BB& developm6nt of nuclear energy for economic and social 

development. 

The establishment of nuclear-weapon-free aonea is another mea66 of 

strengthening the ayotem of nuclear non-proliferation. They help to 

strengthen peaae. security and stability in a region by reducing the 

qeoqrapbia area in wbicb nuclear weapon6 can be deployed. They are a measure 

of nuclear dir arm6m6nt by which States not lpa6ae6aiaq nuclear weapons can show 

in a apecffia manner their devotion to the qoal of the total elimination of 

weapons of this type. 

In auppmting the oatabliab6mnt of a nuclear-weapon-free aone in the 

Middle Kant. we CM only regret that Israel still refuses to sign the 

non-proliferation Treaty and to aubrit its aualear installations to the IABA 

aafequerda . Tbe Israeli refusal increases the military imbalance in au area 

already especially affected by political problems. We are still alarmed at 

tb6 accumulation of weapons of ma66 destruction in the Middle Baat, and we can 

only address an urgent appeal to tba international tiommuuity to find a rapid 

solution to this problem, 60 as to traosfom that region into a 

nuclear-weapon-free aone. 

Tha risk of the erteaaion of the arms race to outer apace is an 

additional international concern. We attach the qreatest importance to the 

work of tbe Conference on Diaaracllrsnt in tackling this problem and we support 

tbe idea of greater international cooperation in order to overcome it. 
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For the first time the General Assembly has the full test of the 

preliminary structure of a multilateral convention for the total and effective 

prohibition of ahemioal weapons. The objective of the Conference is to reach 

an agreement on this question in 1992. 

A consensus on the scope of the prohibition has been established. This 

applies in particular to the development, production. acquisition, stockpiling 

an8 possession of chemical weapons as well as the transfer and use of such 

weapons. Agreement her also been reached on the destruction of chemical 

weapons, as well as on assistance, protection and sanctions. 

It would be desirable for the verification regime of the future 

convention on chemical weapons to be universally acceptable, 

non-discriminatory and effective. 

Transparency in the transfer of weapons is a alga oua non condition for 

the limitation of the headlong arms race , which threatens international 

security. Eence, we consider that if strict control to that end is to be 

established, under United Nations auspices, it must be universal an& 

non-discriminatory and must encompass the production and export of all weapons 

types and technologies. 

An aspect of this problem that is of particular concern is the illicit 

transfer of weapons. The clandestine nature of this traffic is, in our view, 

extremely serious for the internal order of States and therefore for regional 

and even international security, and requires vigilance and the exercise of 

appropricrte controls on the part of the international community. 
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There is no need to stress the many links between the two problems, 

disarmament and development. Demographia pressures, conflicts having to do 

with natural resources, low agriaultural productivity, migrations of refugees, 

atmospheric pollution, lack of fundamental rights such as healtb, education 

ana a minimum hcome are all elements that threaten security as much as 

weapons and military force do. They are often even related. 

There have been three fundamental concerns in the 199Osr stopping the 

arma racer protecting the environment, end fostering economic development. 

The reduction in military expenditures and the use of the resouraes saved to 

deal with non-military threats to security are the firet steps on the long 

road towards these highly desirable objectives. 

Security must not be the privilege of the most powerfult rather, it muat 

b8 the guaraDt8e for all peoples that they can live in peace snd security. It 

was precisely ia ordee to promote peace , security and regional cooperation 

that the countries of the Arab Maghreb countries decided to establish the Arab 

Uaghr8b Union, whose legal bases au& op8rational structure were laid down in 

the 1989 Marrakech Treaty. The countries of the Union have expressed their 

devotion to tbe principles of global&y snd the indivisibility of security in 

the MeUiterran8an area and have agreed that their actions should be within the 

fraemmrk of the promotion of peace and cooperation thougtiut the region. 

They consider that the question of secuifty in the Mediterranean must be 

viewed in the widest context of international security and that it is closely 

linked to the security of the region as a whole, and that the Mediterranean 

countries ahould benefit from the favourable developments in the field of 

security aad cooperation in Europe. They remain convinced that the advantages 

that have resulted for each country and for the subregion of the western 
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Mediterranean in terms of political stability ana economia, social end 

cultural progress ten contribute to transforming the bfediterraneen into a sone 

Of Q6M0 sob COOQ~tiitiOZh 

The process of integration under way in the Union aan contribute to 

reaucing tensions, strengthening goodneighbourliness ana expanding economics 

social a&I cultural progress. IndeeC, the Waghreb fulfils the conditions for 

harmonious integration. Geographically, Culturally anb hit3tOriCally the 

countries of the Maghreb evince remarkable nnity. 

Dialogue and cooperation between the two shores of the western 

Meediterrannan should be etrengthenea because they are a central factor of the 

complementarity that must function there Md an essential key for the advent 

of a bslanced nna peaceful future in the Wediterrsnean region, where today 

neither leadership nor hegemony CM objectively be exercised. 

We remain convincea of the extreme importence of the Conference on 

Disarmament, .the only negotiating body in the field of multilateral 

Gisarmament within the united Wations system. We consider tbat the 

disarmament initiatives, whether they relate to conventional or to nuclear 

weapons, cannot bs the province of two States alonet-the participation of the 

whole international community is indispensable. 

In this connection the role of the United Nations remeins extremely 

1mQortsnt. We are convinced that, in conformity with the purposes and 

principles of the Charter. our Organisation should continue to play its 

fundamental role in the field of disarmament. 

Thus, the General Assembly and ite subsidiary bodies must continue to 

s3xe&b*law WI-- -----'-- Ll.-tt An1 ibarative fuction. -_-_- The First committee in partfcuid must 

continue to play ita role as the main Committee to deal with dirammment and 

the related question of international security. 
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In thir spirit we intend, as in the pant, to partiaipate fully and 

aativoly in the vork of the Pitst Committee, in the intereet of international 

peaae, security and aooperation. 


